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A Global RegTech and SupTech Powerhouse
About Regnology

950+ staff
90% customer and product focused

Offices: 21

Countries served: 61

Regnology presence:

Geographical coverage:

30 years
RegTech, SupTech, AEOI 
and tax reporting expertise
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A unique way 
of serving 
Regulators and 
the Regulated

Financial regulators, global tax authorities, 
international organizations 

Financial institutions, corporates
and insurance companies
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and 40 other regulators from 

across North America, Asia-

Pacific, Middle East, Africa and 

Europe 

Six G20 regulators 

regulatory reporting data is 
processed through our solutions

rely on our prudential and 

statistical reporting solutions

Top 20 largest Banks in 

the world

rely on our insurance regulatory 

reporting solutions

Largest European insurers 
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Demystifying the EU regulations: a need for a survival guide ?



Examples of AI applications in Regulatory reporting

• Machine learning to evaluate data quality

• Natural Processing Language for data 

analysis

• Natural Processing Language for education 

and improved research



What do we want to solve ?

How can we help people to better and faster understand the 

regulations and the regulatory evolutions ?

• Help them to better understand regulations

• Pre-digest the regulations in order to save time in 

evolutions understanding

• Use a natural language for business users

→ let’s do it with a Regulatory ChatBot



Regnology Chatbot ● How does it work ?



Regnology Chatbot ● How does it work ?

What are the main pieces of the “magic” ?

• The Chatbot is a “regulatory expert” and not a 

generic one

• This expertise will avoid “hallucination”

• The LLM “Large Language Model” helps humans 

interact with machine



Let’s Demo it !



AI is always learning ☺ ● Let’s educate it together !

• By providing feedback on the quality answer: you 

will contribute to the learning curve

• By sharing some relevant answers that will be 

digested by the Chatbot

• By sharing some sources that will be analysed as 

potential source information
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